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Jackie Evancho's Sister Juliet
Opens Up About Her

Transgender Journey

Red carpets might be run-of-the-mill for Jackie Evancho since the 15-

year-old vocal wonder placed second on America's Got Talent five

years ago. But when she stepped out to perform at the Global Lyme

Alliance's inaugural gala in New York Thursday, the whole night was



full of firsts for the person by her side, her sister Juliet. 

First fancy gala, first time posing on a red carpet – and first time

sharing with the world that she is transgender. 

"I was so nervous, I was excited – so many emotions. I couldn't sleep

last night," Juliet, 17, says of preparing for her public coming out. "But

when we finally got [here], it was just like, 'It's happening.' " 

As for her red carpet debut: 

"I was like, 'Oh my gosh, there are so many lights, and so many

people are yelling!' " says Juliet. "But it was really fun. It was a new

experience, and the cameras wanted to take pictures of me, not just

my sister." 

PEOPLE sat down exclusively with Juliet, her classical singer sister

Jackie and father Mike, all of whom opened up about her journey and

why she wants to share her experience transitioning from male to

female to help others. Says Juliet: "I couldn't be happier." 

Born Jacob to Pittsburgh-area parents Mike and Lisa, Juliet always

knew something felt different. 

"Ever since I was little, I always played with Barbies. I put on makeup

and played dress-up with my sister, to the point where my mom

started getting me princess dresses," she says. 

By 13, Juliet and mom Lisa, now 48, did some research on trans

people after originally thinking Jacob was gay. 

"She was the one who was like, 'Maybe you're transgender,' " Juliet

remembers. "So I did a bunch of research, I was up really late, didn't

get any sleep because I was just so immersed in all of these different

stories that people told. A lot of them resonated with me, and that was

when I was like, 'I'm transgender.' I knew deep in me that this was not



me, and I needed to make the change.'" 

Jackie and Juliet Evancho ca. 2002

Courtesy Mike Evancho

So for the past three years, Juliet has been going to therapy, working

with her therapist on when, Mike, 48, says, was the right time to

decide: "Okay, I'm gonna start livin' the way I am on the inside." 

That moment, when Jacob became Juliet, came on her 17th birthday

in May. 

"I came out to my family and extended family, and everyone has been

so supportive, and it's kicked off after that," she says of sitting down

with her family, including younger brother Zachary, now 13, and

Rachel, now 12. 



"It hasn't been too long. But to me, it feels like it's been forever

because it's just … I know this is me, and finally the rest of the world

gets to see that." 

Juliet says her mom backed her immediately, making her feel more

comfortable and helping her express her femininity, even when she

was just 13. 

"At the time, I had short hair … I was, just, not a pretty person," says

Juliet – who has long, flowing tresses today – with a smile. "She got

me a wig, got me some clothes, and it was just a secret for a while." 

After her mother, one of the first people Juliet told was her sister

Jackie, who recently performed for Pope Francis during his visit to

America. 

"I actually cried because … what worried me was that she was going

to get teased," Jackie says. "She told me she was transgender, and I

was actually very happy for her because she finally found herself, and

she can be who she wants to be." 

Adds Jackie, with a laugh: "But at the same time, I was upset because

I knew she would be a prettier girl than me, but that's okay." 



Jackie and Juliet Evancho ca. fall 2014

Courtesy Mike Evancho

Now that there's another girl in the house, there's even more time

spent fighting over the bathroom, the sisters joke. 

"It's not so much doing each other's nails as fighting over the nail

polish," says Jackie. "We'll do each other's makeup, and we shop

together." 



And Jackie even recorded a song, dedicating it to her sister's trans

journey. In August, she posted a cover of Ed Sheeran's "All of the

Stars" as a tribute to Juliet, to say "that I accept anyone who wants to

be whoever they want to be," says Jackie. "And transgender is very

important to me because of my sister, so I thought, 'Why not?' " 

Sisterly bonding aside, transitioning is a process for the entire family

and comes with its fair share of conversations and reconciliations. 

"It's almost like stages of mourning because I lost a son – but I gained

a daughter," says Mike, who found out Juliet was transgender around

the time she was 14. "My brother put it best: 'It's just a skin suit. It's

about the person inside.' It's the same person on the inside, and that's

really all that matters." 

Adds her father: "You want happy children. The unhappiness was

living as a male, knowing you're a female inside." 

While Mike and his wife (who could not make it to the gala because

she's battling Lyme disease herself) supported Juliet, their "biggest

concern" was the negativity others might project onto her. 

"Anybody that says, whether it's transgender or homosexuality, is a

choice? They don't have their head screwed on tight enough," says

Mike. "It's human nature to want to take an easy road, so why would

someone choose to take the hard road knowing they're going to face

ridicule, knowing they're not going to be accepted by everybody?" 

''We Hope That Her Story … Can Help at Least One Person'

Though Juliet's family has been extremely accepting, she knows that's

not always the case. 

"I've seen that [where] some of my friends are going through situations

where I just feel horrible. I'm really lucky knowing that I have that love



and support around me whenever I need it," she says. 

But Juliet and her family are hopeful that by sharing her story, they'll

make a difference. 

"We let her know what was gonna happen: Some people were gonna

embrace you as an inspiration; others are going to chastise you," says

Mike, who's proud of his eldest for her bravery. 

Jackie Juliet Evancho, Sept. 2015

Courtesy Mike Evancho



As it turns out, Juliet's already encouraging change. This fall, she

returned to public school, only this time as a female. 

"The school has been very impressed, and they wanted some

guidance for potential future transgender students," says Mike. 

Overall, Juliet and her family will be happy exposing their very

personal journey even if it just saves one life. 

"In the transgender community, the suicide rate is extremely high,"

says Mike. 

"Our hope is that by Juliet sharing her story and seeing that even a

Catholic family such as ours can accept their child, that hopefully it

can help at least one person learn to be able to accept who they truly

are instead of going the way of suicide or trying to mask who they are

on the inside with drugs and alcohol."
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How One Girl Came Out as Transgender to Her

Family — and the Entire World

“You don’t have to sacrifice who you are in order to be loved and accepted.”

Gender Dysphoria is a heated topic lately, but I’ve been living this “hot
topic” since I was quite young. My name is Juliet Evancho — but I was
born Jacob. 

Born and raised in Pittsburgh, for as long as I can remember I’ve always
been into what would be classified as ‘girly’ things. I played dress up with
my sister  Jackie,  loved Barbies, and occasionally we’d raid my mom’s
makeup kits together. My parents noticed that I had zero interest in the
typical “boy” toys and activities and began to question things. I can even
remember getting very upset one Christmas when Jackie got a Barbie
dollhouse and I got a remote-controlled truck. I can remember talking to
my mom about my feelings. I told her I don’t think I’m gay — there's more



to it than that. I feel like I really am a girl. At the time, I had never heard of
the  word  "transgender."  My  mom  pointed  out  the  term  and  I  began
researching it. This led to a conversation with my doctor, as we wondered
if this was normal behavior. My parents and I discussed it with him and he
told  us,  “He  isn’t  insisting  you  call  him  Mary,  so  I  don’t  think  he's
transgender. He'll probably grow out of it.” 

After  this  non-diagnosis,  our  family  continued on with  our  lives,  and I
continued to suppress those feelings. I played little league baseball and
joined cub scouts, but deep down I knew I wasn’t just experimenting or
exploring my feminine side. By the time I was 11, I took those internal
thoughts and verbalized them to myself as I looked in the mirror. I said, “I
am a girl trapped in a boy’s body.”

Around this same time, my sister Jackie made her debut on  America’s
Got Talent, and became an overnight star. I began to worry because not
only did I feel “different," but Jackie’s newfound fame put our entire family
under a microscope. This made things even more difficult for me. Now, I
not only worried about what my family thought of me, but I also worried
about some trashy magazine trying to make a spectacle out of me if they
found out, and it hurting my family. Personally, however, I saw this self-
discovery as positive thing, whether it fit the norm or not. 

After a year, I decided to make a change and stated growing out my hair.
My sister meanwhile, was busy recording her second album, Songs from
the Silver Screen.

Because I too enjoyed singing — and am pretty good — I was asked to
record a duet with her. The track was  "I See the Light" from the movie
Tangled. I obviously sang the male part, which in my eyes was a huge
step backwards. 

Everyone who listened to that song heard a boy, but I knew I was a girl.

The turning point for me was when we recorded a PBS television special
to accompany the album. My hair growing efforts had left my mane in a
rather awkward phase, and the makeup artist decided to give me a trim.
Did  I  look like  Shaggy from  Scooby-Doo? Yes.  But  was that  the best
representation of who I really was? Yes. 

I did my best not to cry. 

After that show aired I slowly started to tell the people closest to me about
my suspected  gender-dysphoria.  My mom was  the  first  person I  told,
although she already suspected it. She simply smiled at me, told me she



loved me, and said she’d always be there for me. I then told my sister
Jackie.  She too was not at  all  surprised and was very supportive and
happy that I found my true self, but at the same time she was terrified
about the potential ridicule I’d face for the rest of my life. Finally, I told my
dad. My dad took it the hardest, and I couldn’t blame him, even if it hurt
me a lot. He tried to hide it, but I could tell. He was, after all, losing his
oldest son. Not just his, but the son that had his name as a middle name.
My youngest  siblings Zach and Rachel  were a little too young to fully
understand, but I told them, too. Not even my best friends knew the real
me. Everyone just assumed I was a feminine gay boy.

All of these circumstances — feeling like an outsider, not fitting neatly into
society,  and cutting my hair  — caused me to slip into a depression. I
constantly  wondered,  "Why  me?"  Having  a  close  relationship  with  my
family, we decided it would be best for me to seek professional help. For
the next 2 years I went to a therapist to help me with my depression, and
to uncover the truth of what and who I am. Basically, my therapist just
confirmed what I already knew: I am a transgender woman.

For a while I did what I’d always done, play dress up around the house
with a wig, some clothes, and a pair of fake breasts my mother bought to
help me feel more like the person I was on the inside. It wasn’t enough; I
was still only free to be me within the walls of my house. The rest of the
world still knew me as Jacob, a boy. Every time I looked in the mirror, a
girl looked back, just wanting the rest of the world to see her too. 

Jump forward a couple of years of still publicly living my lie to everyone
except  my immediate  family.  After  talking it  over with  my parents  and
therapists,  we decided that the best time to reveal  my true self  to the
public would be my 17th birthday. We gathered all of my extended family
at a pool party and I told them, "Guys, I'm transgender." 

There was a brief, really awkward silence and I thought for a split moment
that I had just ruined my relationship with most of my family, but those
thoughts were soon interrupted by an uproar of applause and cheers from
everyone. Everyone told me they loved me just as much as when I was
Jacob.  I  realized  pretty  quickly  just  how  lucky  I  am  to  have  such  a
supportive family. 

A few days after that, I began to go out in public as a girl, and I couldn’t
care less what anyone thought of me. I realized through therapy and by
just maturing that I could no longer live my life worried about what others
thought. I had to live my life for me. It may sound selfish, but the fact of
the  matter  is  that  the suicide rate  among the transgender  community,



especially the teen transgender community, is astronomically high and I
was not going to contribute to that statistic. 

I have such a supportive family — even my dad came around eventually
telling me, “Jacob, you’re still my child whether you’re a boy or a girl and I
will always love and support you. It will take me a while to get used to
calling you by another name and I’ll slip occasionally but I’ll get there and
help you in any way I can.” My sister Jackie even dedicated her version of
“All  of  the  Stars”  to  me  and  told  my  story  through  the  video  that
accompanied the song. 

This hasn’t been an easy road, and I sometimes still  ask myself “Why
me?”  I’ve  seen  many  hateful  things  online  regarding  the  transgender
community from people who hide behind a computer  screen,  and say
things  like,  “God  doesn’t  make  mistakes,”  quoting  Bible  verses  that
condemn my transition, and they say I’m doing this for attention. 

I know God made me this way and guided me through this process. He
also gave me a large platform to share my story so that I can show others
who have similar stories and struggles that there is light at the end of the
tunnel. So I’m here to tell you that you don’t have to sacrifice who you are
in order to be loved and accepted. On my 17th birthday my life finally
began. 
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